
The Real Reasons Why Valve and Transistor                     
Amps Have Sounded Different 

Un�l fairly recently, guitar amps have always been thought 

of as having to be built using valve technology.  In spite of 

what anyone says, no one has put their finger on exactly 

what the difference between valve and transistor sounds 

is… but there have been a lot of ‘half baked’ ideas offered 

up none-the-less! 

As far as most ‘valve amp’ technicians see it, the output of an 

valve amplifier’s output transformer (OPTX) is merely a 

voltage that is used to drive a speaker!  In fact, there’s 

something going on inside the OPTX that is totally 

overlooked and is crucial to what we all call ‘the valve 

sound’.  This ‘thing’ is called impedance (Z).  I am only going 

to give the very briefest descrip'on of what’s going on, for 

the sake or brevity.   So here goes… 

There are two basic points we have to take into account: 

1. The output transformer (OPTX) contains a lot of 

copper windings and, as such, has its own internal 

overall impedance of around 4 Ohms (OPTX Z). 

2. The speaker’s impedance is NOT a constant value.  In 

fact, it’s only its ‘nominal impedance’ at around 8-16 

Ohms.  Either side of this, it starts to rise.  At 80Hz (Rs) 

it will be 50-100 Ohms and 30-40 Ohms at around 5-

10 kHz - typically.  Every speaker type is different, so 

these figures are only for guidance. 

Looking at the speaker first, you will no doubt note that the 

power developed across the speaker will only be maximum 

at its  ‘nominal’ impedance, say 8 Ohms.  This means that 

either side of the nominal impedance the power output 

should fall, because the speaker’s load impedance is rising.  

But it doesn’t! 

This is because, in reality, the OPTX Z has high internal 

resistance (~4 Ohms) which is in series with the speaker (12 

Ohms total).  The OPTX Z and speaker Z now form a 

‘poten'al divider.’  Facilitated by this poten'al divider, it 

now means the voltage across the speaker will rise upwards 

along with the speaker’s rising impedance.  So the outcome 

is that the power through the speaker is maintained by the 

rising voltage across the speaker; caused by the rising 

speaker Z with increased frequency.  Therefore, current 

flow through the speaker is maintained.  Hence its name: 

Constant Current Drive.  It is self compensa�ng.  A more 

dynamic, warmer and brighter tonality thanks to the OPTX’s 

internal resistance (impedance). 

In contrast, studying some of the old design transistor 

amplifiers, where there isn’t an OPTX and so there is also a 

lack of ‘poten'al divider’, none of the self regula'ng power 

control can happen!  The power through the speaker is 

simply Vrms²/Speaker Z.  So, as the speaker’s Z rises away 

from nominal, Vrms is s'll the same at constant level, so 

then the output power correspondingly drops away.  This 

gives rise to the so called ‘cold’ tone of solid state amplifiers.  

This drive method is generally referred to as ‘Constant 

Voltage’ and has been the default method of driving 

speakers in SS guitar amps ever since transformerless circuits 

first came into use during the nineteen-six'es! 

There is also another drawback to SS amplifiers for guitar.  

That is the very heavy speaker ‘damping’ created by the 

extremely low output impedance of transformerless SS amps 

(~0.33 Ohms).  This restricts the movement of the speaker 

cone, rather like a shock absorber (damper) fiBed to a car’s 

suspension system.  It also has the effect of making the amp 

sound quieter for the same rated output power.  This is 

because the heavy speaker damping prevents ‘cone 

overshoot’ at the end of each cone excursion which, in a 

valve amp, makes the amp sound seem quite a bit louder.  

Although it’s really just a form of distor'on! 

In modern SS amplifiers, we SS designers employ ‘Constant 

Current’ drive (or Frequency Dependent Damping) to combat 

these significant problems for SS amplifiers.  By use of this 

simple feedback circuitry, we are able to dynamically control 

the gain of the power amp so that its output voltage behaves 

exactly like it was a valve amplifier with an OPTX employed.  

Everything is replicated just the same.  Even the output 

impedance of the power transistors is raised to around the 

magical 4 Ohms, resul'ng in that dynamic, warm and 

brighter and increased output volume from the speaker(s). 

 

In both valve and SS amps, the output response is NEVER 

accurate… due to the varying speaker impedances.  But 

guitarists prefer the valve and OPTX sound with all its 

inaccuracies… so now, that’s what we’re able to give them, 

but with the much more reliable SS technology. 

Frankly, once players hear a well-designed ‘no expense 

spared’ SS guitar amp, they are generally shocked by its 

convincing ‘toob like’ performance.  Even well respected 

magazine reviewers are coming around to the benefits of 

solid state guitar amps. 

If you’d like to hear some in ac'on, then go to Session’s 

website here and listen for yourself: hBp://www.award-

session.com/bluesbaby-complete.html  You can also hear me 

playing through a 1985 SessioneBe:75 combo retrofiBed 

with ‘Constant Current’ drive here: hBp://www.award-

session.com/audio/Live_RetroTone_Blues_Solo_1.mp3 

These design advances do make a huge difference.  Hope the 

valve only fans among you are not too offended by these SS 

technology design improvements! 
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